Introduction

Application and study of Multifunctional
Semiconductor Optical Amplifier in
SubCarrier Multiplexed Optical Networks
PhD Thesis

Design and build of compound optical circuit consisting of several functionalities
are difficult and complex. It is made to be simpler applying multifunctional
devices, when device replaces numerous special elements. Multifunctionality in
optical communication systems will decrease complexity, reduce fabrication,
installation and maintenance cost, minimize the size, enhance the reliability and
allow systems to work simultaneously with tolerable parameters. However we have
to make a compromise, the specialized devices have higher level operation
parameters than multifunctional device. The degradation of characteristic has to be
minimized; hence the study of potential multifunctional devices is very important.
The semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are very attractive sources for optical
communication systems for their capability to be multifunctional devices. The
SOAs have demonstrated their multifunctional capability by combining
amplification with either modulation, gating, intensity detection, dispersion
compensation, wavelength conversion, optical regeneration, etc. It demands more
advanced system and device working state planning. It is a complex problem,
because there is no one parameter, which guarantees the best trade-off between the
different competitive aspects.
Research goals

Gerhátné Udvary Eszter

The aim of this dissertation is to present my research results in the field of optical
communication system applying multifunctional SOAs. The motivation of this
work was the detailed investigation on extra function of SOAs. I summarized my
results in three thesis groups. The first point covers studies what kind of extra
functions can be realized by SOA in Subcarrier Multiplexed systems. I investigated
in details the most important functions of multifunctional SOAs. So, the second and
third thesis groups are concerned with the modulation function and detection
function, respectively. I submitted a “black box” and a rate equation model,
examined the efficiency, noise and linearity behavior.
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Tentative and analysis method used in the dissertation
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Investigation on linear and nonlinear circuits
Optical device modeling, computer aided optical network analysis
Optical system modeling, design and evaluation.
Literature exploration in library, electrical database (IEEE Explore, Google
Scholar, Scopus, etc.)
• computer aided measurement control, data processing and visualization
• low and high frequency electrical and optical measurement techniques
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New results
Thesis group1.: Optical networks applying multifunctional SOAs
Investigation of SOA based dispersion compensator and novel network topology
applying SOA-detector and/or SOA-modulator
The transmission of optical signals in an optical communication system using
standard single mode optical fiber near 1550nm may be limited by optical effects.
This bandwidth limitation mainly is caused by the radio-frequency (RF) carrier
suppression effect due to dispersion-induced sideband cancellations at certain
combinations of microwave frequencies and propagation distances.
I made theoretical and experimental investigations of dispersion in optical systems.
Based on these results I suggested a SOA based dispersion compensator.
Measurements of SOA chirp parameter (LEF) can
are found in the literature and have shown that
LEF is not a mere constant factor, but it is for
instance a function of bias current, wavelength and
input optical power. During the calculation I took
into account that LEF is negative for saturated
SOAs. When the input power becomes larger
than the saturation value, the chirp parameter
rapidly falls to a negative value. The negative
chirp affects both sidebands and then causes the
asymmetrical optical power between sidebands
and the RF carrier suppression effect is reduced.
The optical amplification causes RF signal gain,
but the SOA adds significant noise to the system.
I have investigated with simulation and measurement how SOA dispersion
compensator affects the level of harmonics.

In the second part of the chapter I demonstrate novel optical system and topology
using multifunctional SOA (SOA-modulator and/or detector). I have explained in
detail the systems with high requirements concerning the electrical bandwidth,
modulation or detection efficiency, noise, linearity.
Two methods have been proposed and are currently under investigation for coding
the optical label; the serial label (SL) and the optical subcarrier multiplexed label
(SCML) techniques. In the SCM approach, a baseband digital label is modulated
onto a RF subcarrier and then multiplexed (electronically or optically) with the
packet on the same wavelength. It has the advantage that subcarrier labels allow for
simplified label detection and processing, it can be removed and replaced more
asynchronously than in the serial case. Furthermore, the subcarrier label can be
directly extracted in the optical domain by the use of optical filtering techniques
keeping the data payload intact.
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T I/1 Thesis: I have explaind the frequency transfer function between the
intensity modulations at the input and output. Based on my calculation I realized
the frequency notches caused by the dispersion-induced carrier suppression effect
may be sharply alleviated and the performance of the transmitted digital signal
can be improved. Using SOA the link length or RF bandwidth is improved. I
validated the theoretical result by optical simulation and measurements.
Measurement results show, that parameter optimisation can be realised by optical
power and bias current, too. [S-7][S-11][S-13]
I confirmed by simulation and measurement, that the SOA modifies the harmonic
generation, too. The frequencies of second order harmonic rejections are shifted.
The rejections of third order harmonic are eliminated.
[S-8][S-9][S-21][S-41]

T.I/2.Thesis:
I
developed
optical
subcarrier
multiplexed
label
swapping/reinsertion utilizing SOA-modulator associated to the cross-phase
modulation (XPM) performed in an active Mach-Zehnder interferometer
wavelength converter block in packet switched all optical networks. I have
profed by simulations that the SOA in the branches of the wavelength converter
can add the label with same properties. Namely, the added subcarrier has same
properties and after label detection the eye diagram and the bit error ration (BER)
of the label will be same in case of the two different modulation places. The same
modulation in both branches is not effective because of the interferometer
operation. However the push-pull electrode concept is possible and it has the
same advantages such as in MZ modulators. [S-3][S-19][S-20]
Radio-over-Fibre (RoF) technology provides a solution to the demands for a
wireless connection to the costumer („last or first mile problem“). It entails the use
of optical fibre links to distribute RF signals from a central location to Remote
Antenna Units (RAUs). It combines the wireless and optical communications. It
has low and frequency independent attenuation loss, large bandwidth, immunity to
radio frequency interference, easy installation and maintenance, multi-operator and
multi-service operation, and dynamic resource allocation. It can be applied in
cellular system, satellite communication, video distribution approaches, etc. RoF
applies SCM technique. I investigated the branching function in pure SCM
systems.
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T I/3 Thesis: I proved that the multifunctional device is well used for add/drop
function in pure SCM system. The device amplifies the incomming weak optical
signal, add a new channel as a modulator and drop the required channel. It
realises small size, compact, low cost radio repeater. This application demand
high level requirements from the SOA (signal-to-noise ratio, electrical
bandwidth, linearity)
[S-18][S-22][S-30][S-32]
The RoF can be combined with WDM techniques when every RAU uses own
optical carrier. It provides large capacity, enhanced network security, protocol
transparency and upgradeability. Hence it may be used in the future wide
bandwidth access networks. However the WDM components have relative high
cost.
The future metro and access networks demand high capacity, therefore wavelength
division multiplexed passive optical networks (WDM-PON) may be applied, where
every subscriber has own wavelengths. It is made to be simpler applying same
wavelength for uplink and downlink. The separation can be performed by time
domain or frequency domain multiplexing. The subcarrier multiplexing (or
combined baseband and subcarrier multiplexing) provides duplex communication.
However it requires microwave (or millimeterwave) oscillator in every user unit,
and the capacity is limited by the chromatic dispersion. The system concept is
similar to the RoF system, but the information is used in the baseband, therefore it
has to be downconvert from the subcarrier. The multifunctional SOA is well used
in WDM-PON, it eliminates the additional expensive optical devices (external
modulator, EDFA, etc.).
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Thesis group 2. SOA-modulator
Theoretical (two models) and experimental investigation of SOA-modulator
(modulation efficiency, signal, noise, speed, linearity, chirp).
Compared with the Mach-Zehnder modulator, the SOA-modulator is a
semiconductor based, lossless, fast, small size, low cost device, which requires low
modulation power. However the SOA has remarkable optical noise and it demands
more advanced amplifier-modulator working state planning.
The main problem, that the datasheet does not inform us about the extra functions
of the SOA. The description of operation desires more details. Accordingly, I have
developed a model, which can calculate the expected characteristics of the
multifunctional SOA, based on the datasheet parameters. The detected electrical
power (Pdet) and the modulation depth can be calculated.
Pdet = R 2 ⋅

Pbe2 2
Z
⋅ s d ⋅ Pmod ⋅ det
a2
ZSOA

In case of high input optical power the SOA works in saturated region, as a result
the difference between the two output power levels is considerably reduced in the
SOA output. Hence the downstream information is erased, the same optical carrier
is reused for upstream. The system concept is complicate and relatively expensive.
The data rewriter is composed of a linear optical amplifier, deeply saturated SOA,
optical couplers, detector, and external modulator. I have suggested simplified
structures. The same time I modulate the lightwave by modulating the SOA
injection current with the upstream. However the saturated SOA has low
modulation efficiency, it can’t be applied in SCM system, but it is powerful in
baseband concept.
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T I/4 Thesis: I recognized and certified, that the SOA is well used as a compact,
low cost transceiver in RoF or WDM-PON approaches. The concept is similar to
the application of EAT. The SOA detects the downstream information from the
first optical carrier. It add the upstream to the second (continous wave) optical
carrier provided by the central station. It is made to be simpler applying same
wavelength for uplink and downlink. In this case the SOA add a new, modulated
subcarrier to the common optical carrier.
[S-18][S-25][S-26][S-44]

m=

∆G s d ⋅ ∆I mod s d
2 ⋅ Pmod
=
=
⋅
G0
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R: Responsivity, a: optical loss between the SOA-modulator and the detector, sd:
slope of optical gain curve, Pmod: modulation electrical power, Zdet and ZSOA:
microwave impedance of detector and SOA, G0: optical gain, ∆I and ∆G: the
modulation amplitude of current and gain
I have take into account that the optical gain and the slope of optical gain curve
depend on system and device parameters (temperature, wavelength, bias current,
saturation, etc.). Additionally, I calculated with the effect of amplified spontaneous
emission modulation in case of low optical power and large optical bandwidth.
T II/1 Thesis: Considering small signal modulation, based on datasheet
information I have developed the „black box” model of the modulation function.
The modell calculates the realized modulation depth and the detected electrical
power (detection by PIN). I validated the calculation with experimental work,
and I showed the temperature dependence by measurement.
[S-3][S-14][S-20][S-32][S-44][S-45]
However the “black box” model can’t describe every effect. I have developed a rate
equation model. I have to take into account the longitudinal variation of the
parameters. To solve that case I divided the active region into a large number of
short sections. It means a quasi ideal situation: constant carrier density along the
active region of the section. I have solved the differential equations and the photon
density, the carrier density, the optical power, the gain and the modulation can be
calculated one after the other. Based on this calculation I realized the summarized
modulation content.

The modulation bandwidth depends on the device length, the mismatch between
the velocity of microwave and optical signal, the applied electrode type, etc. In the
experimental work I established, that the bandwidth is limited by the electrical
parasitics.
The optical output from an optical amplifier is composed of an amplified optical
signal and an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) with broad spectral width.
Moreover interference is created between ASE components and light signal. So
several types of noises (the shot noise belonging to signal and spontaneous
emissions, beat noise between signal and spontaneous emissions, beat noise
between spontaneous emission components, thermal noise of the receiver and
excess noise belonging to incoherence of
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T II/2 Thesis: I investigated the effect of wide band optical noise in the electrical
regime and I compared with the noise of other external modulators. I have
declared three diferent dominant noise ranges as a function of optical loss and
optical gain by calculation. [S-17][S-31][S-34]
I investigated the nonlinear behavior of SOA-modulator.
Cascading several linear SOAs a new problem arises, an increase in the distortion
due to cross-modulation of the different channels. The variation of the bias current
of the SOA-modulators results in the variation of the gain and that means a

Based on my calculation results I concluded that the mismatch between the velocity
of the traveling microwave signal and optical signal leads to dips in the modulation
response and reduces the modulation bandwidth. I studied by experimentally the
linearity versus bias point, optical reflection, temperature. Increasing the bias
current, first the gain of the device increases, hence the IP3 and the SFDR improve.
In the second part the optical gain doesn’t change significantly but the noise level
rises, hence the SFDR decreases. Finally, the intermodulation products also start
rise and the degradation of the SFDR is faster. The noise effect and the nonlinear
distortion products are more significant in case of strong optical reflection level, i.e.
without optical isolators. Based on my results I concluded that the SOA-modulator
ensures efficient SFDR for the SCM optical communications.
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The optical detector is characterized by the responsivity, the sensitivity, the noise,
the frequency response (the bandwidth), the wavelength dependence, the linearity,
the size, the required electrical power, etc.
I have developed a model, which can calculate the expected detection
characteristics of the multifunctional SOA, based on the datasheet parameters. I
have estimated the static characteristics and responsivity from the unsaturated
optical gain and input optical power, supposing the adequate bias current and
temperature. I have investigated the responsivity dependence on temperature,
optical power (saturation effect), bias current. Considering small signal modulation
I expressed the detected electrical power versus system and device parameters.
∆I det SOA = R ⋅ m ⋅
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Theoretical (two models) and experimental investigation of SOA-detector
(responsivity, noise, signal, speed, linearity).
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Thesis group 3. SOA-detector
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When the pump current of the laser amplifier is modulated, the optical gain is
affected in both magnitude and phase via the modulation of the complex refractive
index caused by the electron density. Consequently, in SOA the optical signal
becomes amplitude modulated (AM) and phase modulated (PM) caused by carrier
density change. It can be modeled using the linewidth Enhancement Factor
(LEF=Henry factor= α factor) approximation. Measurements of LEF can are found
in the literature and have shown that LEF is not a mere constant factor, but it is for
instance a function of bias current, wavelength and input optical power. The
chirping parameter which is positive for light sources and unsaturated optical
amplifiers is negative for saturated
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T II/3 Thesis: I have proofed by simulation that the SOA-modulator has higher
linearity when the saturation is occurred. In the saturated regime the modulation
efficiency decreases, but the operation is more linear. [S-15][S-16][S-17]

T II/4 Thesis: I have determined and valiated by experimental work, that the
system will be more instable in case of strong optical reflection, and larger SFDR
degradation can be observed. The change of the SFDR is caused by two different
effects. First the noise level of the device increases as a function of the bias point,
the degradation is more significant without optical isolator. On the other hand the
level of the nonlinear product will fluctuate in case of strong optical reflection.
[S-2][S-6][S-15][S-42]
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multiplication function generating new modulation products which present
distortion. The difference and sum frequency components are eliminated by
filtering because they are out of the transmission band. The third order components
are multiplied by the 3 modulation indices. The modulation indices are usually less
than 0.1, these components are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the
useful modulation product.
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PDC: optical power, ain: optical loss before the SOA-detector, IDC: bias current,
∆IdetSOA: amplitude of the detected cosinusoidal signal, Z: microwave impedance of
the SOA, R: Responsivity of SOA-detector, m: modulation depth.
The detected electrical power depends on the microwave impedance of SOA, it is
square proportional with the modulation depth, the input optical power and the
responsivity. I considered by experimental work that the responsivity depends on
the temperature, the bias current, the optical gain, and the optical reflections.
The result of the detection experiment over input optical power is divided into two
sections. In the unsaturated regime the detected electrical signal is square
proportional to the optical power, but in the saturation regime the responsivity start
to decrease and the relation goes to linear proportionality.
Above transparency, when the bias current increases, i.e. the population inversion
and the gain are higher the detected power increases. The diagram follows the
shape of the optical gain curve. The decrease of the responsivity for high currents is

However the “black box” model can’t describe every effect. I have developed a rate
equation model, where I have to take into account the longitudinal variation of the
parameters. I divided the active region into a large number of short sections
calculating with constant carrier density along the active region of the section. I
have solved the differential equations and the photon density, the carrier density.
By means of the model the calculation of the responsivity, bandwidth and length
effect was facilitated.
In the unsaturated regime the transmitted optical signal and the detected electrical
power rise along the device. The optical gain is constant, the detected current is
proportional with the input optical power. However in the saturated regime the gain
coefficient decreases along the device, and the detected electrical signal has lower
level. The trait of the detected electrical signal follows the optical power curve.
It is of interest to determine the magnitude of each contribution to the total noise in
order to see which component dominates at different system parameters. The noise
generated by a SOA acting as a detector is different from the noise generated by a
SOA acting as an amplifier or modulator. There are several similar contributions to
the total noise power at electrical connection of SOA-detector. However
interference between ASE components and light signal is created inside the SOA
device. So the noise components originating from the light amplification depend on
input parameters as wavelength, input power or driving current with different
aspect, than in case of other applications. The different noise components depend
on the optical signal level with different aspect. The thermal noise, the spontaneous
shot noise and the spontaneous beat noise are independent in the unsaturated
regime, the signal shot noise and signal- spontaneous beat noise have linear relation
with the input optical power. In case of small input optical power one of the
constant noises dominates. Then signal shot noise or signal- spontaneous beat noise
overcomes this limit. I calculated with measured SOA parameters and took into
account the gain saturation effect. Hence the spontaneous shot noise and the
spontaneous beat noise start to decrease as the optical gain decreases.

mainly due to leakage effects since the voltage transfer function from the active region
to the output electrode reduces for increasing total detector current because of the
lowering of the dynamic impedance of the parallel leakage diode.

T III/1 Thesis: Considering small signal modulation, based on datasheet
information I have developed the „black box” model of detection function. The
modell calculates the detected electrical power. I validated the calculation with
experimental work, and I showed the temperature dependence and the leakage
effect by measurement. [S-22][S-25][S-32][S-32][S-44]

I observed similar results in case of constant input optical power as a function of
the SOA gain. For low gain values thermal noise and shot noise dominate and for
larger gain the beat noises give the dominating contribution. So the SNR increases
up to a certain gain, reaches a maximum, finally it decreases. There exists an
optimum amplifier bias point corresponding to maximum SNR of the SOAdetector.

T III/2 Thesis: I investigated the noises at the output of SOA-detector and
compared with the noise of traditionally used PIN diode. Based on my
calculation I realized three regions as a function of the avarage input optical
power (optical loss between the transmitter and SOA-detector) where different
noise component dominates. I expressed the noise components versus bias
current and optical gain. I separeted different dominate noise components
sections and I determined the signal to noise ratio. [S-1][S-4][S-10][S-31][S-34]
I compared the linear behavior of traditionally used PIN and SOA-detector. During
the experimental work the level of the intermodulation products did not depend on
the device parameters. I concluded, that linearity is limited by the Mach-Zehnder
modulator (it has a cosine type characteristic) and SOA can be treated as a linear
detector. I validated my experimental results with simulation, where every element
was treated as an ideal device expecting the PIN and SOA-detector. The simulation
results show, that the spurious suppressions are in the same range with the two
detector type and there are no essential differences between the two devices from
the point of applications. However the SOA detector generates higher noise, than
the PIN detector. Hence the SOA-detector provides lower SFDR, which is the
figure of merit investigating the linearity together with the noise.
T III/3 Thesis: Based on my simulation and experimantel results I concluded the
spurious suppressions are in the same range with the two detector type. However
the SOA detector generate higher noise, than the PIN detector. Hence the SOAdetector provides lower SFDR, but the device ensures sufficient SFDR for SCM
systems. [S-1][S-10]
Exploitation of results
I was participated in a number of international cooperation. The subject of my PhD
was motivated by my work in COST267 action. The results were published in
international technical reports (Nefertiti NoE: IST-2001-32786, ISIS NoE: EU IST
FP6 026592, OTKA T026557 and T034520). The results of the dissertation were
published in Hungarian and international journals, conference proceedings and
technical reports. I have got several independent citations. Some of these results
were already moved and will be move into educational material.
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